LAUNDRY 101

STEPS:
1. Load your laundry into an open machine
2. Add the necessary amount of liquid detergent to the pull-out tray
3. To pay:
   a. Swipe SKID CARD on the machine on the wall
   b. Insert the NUMBER from the washer that you are using
   c. Press ENTER twice
4. Press START on the machine and you’re good to go!
5. Most importantly TIME YOUR CYCLE to make sure you get your clothes when they are done
6. Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 for the dryer

Important Notes:
- Leave the washing machine door OPEN after use
- Clear out the LINT in the dryer BEFORE using
- The machine only uses Skid Cards, not quarters
- If the machine is not working, tell your RA!
- Keep the laundry room clean, please! It is a shared space.